
PRINT THE CUT

1. Open the pattern PDF and set the control square to
Page 1 with the setting "Original size" on DIN Print A4
paper ( US-Letter ). ( Do not click on "Adjustment to page
size"! )

2. Check the square – if it is 10 × 10 cm, print out the whole
cut sheet.

3. Place all pages next to each other as indicated by the
arrows and adhere them row by row along the boundary
lines, then glue the rows together.

4. Compare the body measurements with the table
measurements and cut out the cut parts in the appro-
priate size. ( The overview of the cut parts is on the
pattern sheet. )
Important: Instructions do not include seam allowances,
unless otherwise indicated!

SUPPLIES

• 1.6 – 1.9 m cotton fabric, 140 cm wide
• Woven interlining G 785 ( Vlieseline )
• 5 buttons, 15 mm ( Union Knopf )

OPTIONAL BERNINA ACCESSORIES
• Button Sew-On Foot #18

CUTTING

1 2 × front part
1 2 × facing
2 2 × yoke on the fold
3 1 × back part on the fold
4 2 × collar on the fold
5 2 × sleeve with cut hem facing

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Iron the woven interlining on one collar part and the
facing. Pin the facing right side on right side along the
front edge and sew it on starting from the small
horizontal line at the neckline. Cut back the allowances
in the corner and clip the allowance at the horizontal line
close to the seam line. Turn the facing to the inside and
fix it with pins at the neckline and the shoulder.

2. Close the pleat on the back part with pins. Pin the first
yoke right side on right side on the back part and the
second yoke right side on wrong side on the back part.
Close the seam. Sew the front parts right side on right
side on the outer yoke. Iron the allowances towards the
yoke. Fix the inner front edges of the yoke with folded-in
allowances with pins. Topstitch the yoke seams on the
front and back parts from the right, also stitching the
inner yoke.

3. Sew the collar right side on right together along the
narrow edges and outer edge. Cut back the allowances
in the corners, turn the collar inside out and iron it. Sew
the outer collar right side on wrong side along the
neckline. Clip the allowances on the back part. Place
complete collar lengthwise as it will be in the finished
garment. Pin the outer and the inner collar on top of
each other below the fold. Fold in the allowance of the
open long edge of the inner collar, fix it with pins and
sew it on.

4. How to sew the fake cuff: Remove the allowance of the
lower edge on the cut hem facing and iron it to the
wrong side. Fold it a second time inwards and iron the
new folded edge too. Topstitch the layers along the
marking "Stitching line". Iron the sleeve upwards.

5. Sew in the sleeves. Close the sleeve seams and the side
seams in one go. Place the allowances on the sleeve cuff
after finishing to the back and topstitch them.

Men's shirt "Yannik"

Model 222-50

Size 48 – 58, length

center back approx. 76 cm

INSTRUCTIONS

https://www.bernina.com/foot-18
https://www.bernina.com/foot-18


6. Sew the lower edge of the facing right side on right side
on the lower edge of the shirt and turn it inside out.
Hem the shirt. Topstitch the edges of the front parts and
the collar. Sew the topmost buttonhole where it is illus-
trated and spread the following ones evenly at a distance
of 10 – 11 cm. Sew on all buttons with the Button Sew-
On Foot.
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